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ADSTR.ACT. In thjs a.rticle we a.re concerned with a.n initial-boundary-vl:L!ue 
problem for a. slxth order Cabn-Hillia.rd type equa.tion. The problem describes 
rlyna.mks of phs.se trn.nsitions in ternary oil-water-surfn.cta.nt systems in which 
three pha.ses, microemulsion a.lmost pure oil a.nd a.lmost pure wa.ter ca.n coexist 
in equlibrium. we· prove the existcnce a.nd uniqucness of a strong, la.rge time 
solut.ion to such problem. 

1. Introduction. In this articlc we arc concerned with an initial-boundary-valuc 
problem for a sixth order Cahn-Hilliard type equation in 3-D. The problem dcscribes 
dynamics of phase transitions in ternary oil-water-surfactant systcms in which three 
phascs, microemulsion, alruost pure oil and almost pure watcr can coexist in cqui
librium. 

Such systems attract a lot of intcrest because of thcir unusual properties and 
important industrial and commercial applications. Surfactant is l\ surfacc active 
moleculc which has amphiphilic .charactcr; one part of it is hydrophilic (,vater
loving) and the other lipopbilic (fat-loving). Such molecule is callcd amphiphile. 

When a small amount of amphiphilic molecules is added to a pha.se scparated 
mixturc of oil and water, a homogeneous microcmulsion phase forms. :Microcmul
sion is macroscopicaUy a singlc-phasc structured fluid. It consists of homogeneous 
regions of oil and watcr which form a complic.ated, intertwinncd network with a typ
ical length scale of a few bundred A. This is possible because of their amphipbilic 
character, the surfactant moleculcs form a monolayer at the interface between oil 
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and water regions and thereby reduce the interfacial tensions so that a phase with 
an extensive amount of interna! interface can becorne stable. 

In a line of their papers G. Gompper et al. 13)-18] have proposed the follow
ing second order Landau-Ginzburg free energy reflecting the performed scattering 
experiments 

with the density 

.r{x} = j f(x, 'vx, 'i72x)dx, n c IR3, 

n 

1 1 
f(x, vx, 'v'x) = fo(x) + 211:, (x)lvxl2 + 21<2(t>x)2. 

(1) 

Here x is the scalar order parameter which is proportional to the ]ocal differeucc of 
the oil and water concentrations. The properties of the arnphiphile and its concen
tration enter the model (1) implicitly via the form of functions fo(x) and 1<1 (x) as 
well as the magnitude of constant '-2 > O. 

The function fo(x) is the volumetric free energy density with three ]ocal minima 
at X= X.o, X= Xw and X= O corresponding to oil-rich, water-rich and microemul
sion phases. In case of oil-water symmetry -xo = Xw = Xbulk = l, the· following 
sixth order polynomial approximation has been used 

fo(x) = (x + 1)2(x2 + ho)(x - 1)2 (2) 

with para.meter h0 E lR corresponding to a deviation from oil-water-microemulsion 
coexistence. 

The coefficient ,_, (x) has been approximated by the quadratic function 

"'' (x) = Yo + g,x2 (3) 

with constants gu E IR (negative in the microemulsion phase) and 92 > O. To reflect 
t.hr sr.attering experiments the coefficient 1t2 has to be positive1 n.c;sumed ·constant. 

The free energy functional (1) has been studied in detail in the above mentioned 
papers, in pa.rticular stationary solutions to the corresponding Euler-Lagrange equa
tion have been analysed. 

2. The dynamical model. The main result. In the prcsent paper we introduce 
a dynamical model for a conserved order pa.rarneter X, governcd by free energy (1). 
The model is a direct extension of the Cahn-Hilliard theory to a second order free 
energy (1). We assume the conservation of mass 

x,+'v•j=O 

together with the following constitutivc law for the mass flux j 

j = -M'vµ, 

(4) 

(5) 

where M > O is a constant mobi!ity andµ, is the chemical potentia! (driving force). 
In accord with the Cahn-Hilliard theory the chemica.l potentia! is given as the first 
variation of the free energy with respect to the order parameter 

óf 
µ,=lx 

where óf /óx is defined by the condition that 

d J óf ;v:F{x + -'Ol,=o =: Jx(dx 
n 

(6) 
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is to hold for all test functions ( E Có"'(l1). In case of {l) this gives 

l 
µ = !o,x(x) + 2"1,x(x)l'vxl2 - 'i7 · (1<1(x)'vx) + a:,Ll'x 

i I ' 2 = fo.x(x) - 21t1,x(x) 'vxl - 11:1 (x)Llx + 1<2LI x, 

where f.x(X) = df(x)/dx. 
In result, equations ( 4)-(7) lead to the system 

x, - 'i7 · (M'i7µ) = O in 51T = l1 x (0,T), 

l 2 2 ,·n r.T, µ = fo,x + 2'"1,xl'vxl - 'i7 · (a:1 'vx) + 1<2LI X " 

which is supplemented by the initial and boundary conclitions 

(7) 

(8) 

:d,=o = )(o in l1, (9) 

n·'i7x=O, n·'i7Llx=O, n·'i7µ=0 on ST=Sx(O,T). (10) 

Here n C R3 is assumed to be a bounded domain with a smooth bounclary S, 
occupied by a ternary mixture1 T > O is a time horizon, and n is the outward unit 
norma! to S. 

The boundary conditions (!Oh,2 are "natura!" for the functional (1), used in the 
derivation of the energy idcntity {sce (18) bclow). The condition (lO)s rcprcsents 
the mass isolation at the boundary S. 

Combining equations {8)1 and (8),, and taking into account that by (lO)i,2, 

n•'i7µ=n• [-½"•1,,'i7(l'i7xl 2)+1t2'vLl2x], 

we get the following equivalent formulation of system (8)- (10) in the form of an 
initial-boundary value problem for a sixth order Cahn-Hilliard type equation: 

x,-M1<2Ll3x = MLI [10,,(x) + ½"'1.x(x)lvxl' - 'i7 · (1<1,x(x)'vx)] in nr, (11) 

Xl<=O = Xo in l1, (12) 

2 1 2 T n· 'i7x = O, n· 'i7Llx = O, 1<2n · 'i7LI x = 2'"1,x(x)n · 'i7(l'i7xl ) on S . (13) 

In contrast to the classical Cahn-Hilliard problem (the case"' = O and 1<1 = const > 
O) system (11)-(13) includes the nonlincar boundary condition. 

The main result of this paper concerns the existence and uniquencss of the strong, 
large time solution to problem (11)-(13). 
Higher order generalizations of the Cahn-Hilliard cquation attract reccntly some 
mathematical interest. 

In [9] stationary solutions to one-dimensional sixth order convective Cahn-Hilliarcl 
type equation arising in epitaxially growing nano-structmcs have been analysecl. 
moreover other related references bave been indicated. 

We mention also recent reference [l] where a dynamical sixts order Cahn-Hilliard 
equation in 2--D, arising in a siruilar context as in [9], has been studied from the 
point of view of the existence of global weak solutions. 

We state naw our rcsult. 
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Theorem 2.1. Assume f(-X, Vx, V 2x) is given by {1) where fo(x) is a sixth order 
polynomial satisfying the condition 

fo(x) e'. ex" - i; for ,dl XE R, c > O, c ~ O, (14) 

1<1 (x) has the fomi (3) and 1<2, M are positille constants. Let 

x(O) = Xo E H'(fl), 

and x,.(O) satisfies 

x,(O) = M1<2ó 3xo + Mó [fo,xo(Xo) + ½x:1,x,(xo)lv'xol' 

-V· (1<1,x,(xo)Vxo)] e L,(fl). 

M oreover, the compatibility condit.ions hold on S: 

2 1 2 
n• Vxo = O, n· v'óxo = O, 1<2n · v'ó xo = 2x:1,,:,(xo)n · v'(lv'xol ). 

{15) 

Then for any T > O problem {11) - (13) has a unique strong solution x E w;,'(fłT) 
sat.isfying the estimate 

llxllw:·•cnr) $ c (16) 

with a constant c = ,p(llxollH•(n), llx,(O)IIL,(n),T), where ,p(·) is an increasing, 
positive Junction of its arguments. 

Above and hereafter we use the fo!lowing notation: 

l·V,k(l1) = Hk(l1), k EN; 

w;'·'(nT) = L,(O, T; w;'(fł)) n w;(o, T; L,(fl)), k EN, 1 EN, p E p; oo)- the 

Sobolev space with the norm 

llull,.v;'·'(nr) = ( L j ID~Bful"dxdt) l/p 

lnl+kn$kloT 

w,~'·'(l1T) = Lp(O, T; w;·'(l1)) n w;(o, T; L,(!1)), k EN, s E IR+, p E 11,00) 

the Sobolev-Slobodecki space with the norm 

llullw:•-•,nr) = ( L J ID~8ful"dxdt 
fof+ka${k.•}nT 

T 

+ "\" Jf f ID~u(x, t) - D;',u(x', t)I" dxdx'dt 
L., lx - x'in+p(b-{k,]) 

1°1={1',} o n n 
T T I I I IB)'lu(x, t) - a):1u(x, t')IP dtdt' dx) l/p 

+ lt - t'1 1+v(,-),I) 
n o o 

whcre .n C Rn, n E N. 
By 9(·) we denote a generic function which is an increa'3ing, positive function of 

its argumcnts. 
The proof of Theorem 2.1 is based on the Leray-Schauder fixed point theorem. 

The outline of the proof is presented in Section 4. The crucial part of the proof 
constitute a priori estimates which are derived by a successive improving of the 
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basie energy estimates up to getting estimate (16). The main tool in this procedure 
is the classical parabolic theory due to Solonnikov [11). 
The outline of the derivation of a priori estimates is given in Section 3. A detailed 
version of the presented results will appear in [10). 

3. A priori estimates. We begin with noting the conservation property of system 
{8)-(10) which follows by integrating (8)i over J1 a.ud using boundary r.oadit.ion 
(10)3: 

~ j xd,, = o. 
n 

This shows that the mea.u value of x is preserved, i.e., 

f x(t)dx = j xodx for all t;:: o. (17) 

n n 

Next we derive the energy identity for {8)-(10). 

Lemma 3.1. IJ X andµ. satisfying (8) - (10} ar-e sufficieritly regular theri t/w follow
ing identity holds 

~ j [!o(x) + ½1<1(x)l17xl2 + ½"2(óx)2] dx + M j 117µ.l 2dx = O for t;:: o. 
n n 

(18) 

Proof. Multiplying (8) 1 by µ., integrating over 11 and by parts, using boundary 
condition {10)3 lcads to 

j x,µ.dx + M j 117 µ.l 2dx = O. 
n n 

Further, multiplying {8)2 by - x, and int.egrnLing over 11 gives 

- j µx,dx + j [10.x(xh, + ½"1.x(x)l17xl'x, 
n n 

- 17 · {1t1 (x)17x)x, + 1<2ó2xx,] dx = o. 

Adding the above identities by sides and noting the following relations, resulting on 
account of boundary conditions (10h,2, 

j !o,x(x)x,dx = fi j fo(x)dx, 
n n 

I rn"Lx(x)l17xl'x, - 17. (1<1 (x)17x)x,] dx 
n 

= j [ ½"1.x{x)l17xl2x, + 1<1 (x)l7x · 17x,.] d:r; 
n 

= ½~ / 1<i(x)l17xl2, 

n 
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"' J b.2xx,dx = -K, J 'ilb.x. 'ilx,dx 
n n 

J "' d J = "'' b.xb.x,dx = 2 dt (b.x)'dx, 
n n 

we conclude the cquality (18). • 
The identity (18) shows that the tata! energy (1) is the Lyapunov functional for 

the system (8)-(10). Further, by the a.ssumption on f(X, 'ilx, 'il'x) we deduce from 
(18) the following energy estimate 

llxllL~co,r,L,(n)) + llxllL-(o,r;H'(n)) + ll'vµIIL,(nri '.5 c1 = .p(llxollH'(n>l- (19) 

Hence, 
llxllL_(nr> + ll'vxliL~(o,r;L,(n)) '.5 c1. 

!\•foreover, sincc lfn µdxl ~ c11 the Poincarć incquality implies that 

ll1•IIL,(O,T;H'(O)) '.5 c,. 

(20) 

(21) 

The next lemma provides the hounds for the separate third order and fifth order 
terms in the formula for 'ilµ: 

1 , 1 2 
'ilµ= fo,xx 'ilx - 2"-t,xxl'ilx/·'ilx - 2"-1,x 'v(l'vxl ) 

-1<1,xb..X'ilX - 1<1 'ilb.X + K2'ilb.'X· 

Lemma 3.2. There is a positive constant c, = cp(llxollH'(!l), T) such that. 

llxllL,(o,r,H'(n» '.5 c,, (22) 

llxll L,<o,r,H'cn>i s c,. 
Proof (outline). Multiplying equation (8)1 by X, integrating over l1 and by parts 
and then using equation (8), forµ we deduce estimate ll'v b.xllL,(nT) '.5 c, which by 
the clliptic regularity yields (22)i. Estimate (22), results directly from the formula 
for 'il JL, the hound (22h and the elliptic rcgularity. • 

Estimates on time derivative Xt are stated in 

Lemma 3.3. Assume that the condition on x,(O) specified in {15} is satisfied. Then 
/.herc is a positive constant ca= ,p(llxollH'(fl), llx,(O)IIL,(nJ, T) such that 

llx,IIL-(o,r,L,(n)J + 1/x,IIL,(o.r,H'(n)) '.5 ca. (23) 

Proof. (outline). We differentiate equat.ion (11) with respect to time, nmltiply by 
Xt and integrate over l1 and by parts to arrive after using severa] int.erpolations to 
the incquality 

~ J x;dx + J l'il b.x,12dx + J x'(b.x,) 2 dx '.5 c, J xzdx. 
n n n n 

Hence, by the Gronwall lemma and the elliptic regularity estimate (23) fellows. O 

In view of (22), and (23) it fellows that 

llxllw:,•cnr) '.5 c3. (24) 

To dcrivc the fina! estimatc we apply the parabolic theory by Solonnikov [11] 
which iruplies in particular the following solvability result 
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Lemma 3.4. {11} Let us consider the linear IBVP of the sixth 01·der 

1
x,-tl3x=F in nr, 

xl,-o = xo in n, 
n-'i7x=D, n-'vb.x=D on Sr, 

n-'i7b.2x=G on sr. 

ff Fe L,(nr), Ge wt'1'·' 1"-' 1''(sr), xo e;-012 (O) as well as the compatibil
ity conditons 

n· 'i7xo = O, n· 'i7b.xo = O, n· 'i7b.2xo = G(O) 

are satisfied on S, then the above problem has the unique solt,tion x E wt1(0T) 
and the Jollowin_q estimate holds 

llxllw:,•,nTJ $ c(IIFIIL,(n'·> + IIGllw;1,.,,,,(ST) + llxollwf(n1l

With the help of the above lemma we prove 

Lemma 3.5. There is a positive constant c4 = ,p(llxollH'(fl), llx,(D)IIL,(fl),T) such 
that 

llxllwt·'(flT) S c4. 

Pmof. (outline). We apply Lemma 3.4 to problem (11)-(13). Denoting 

F(x) = M b. [10,x(x) + ½11:1.x(x)l'i7xl2 - 'i7 · ("1,x(x)'i7x)] , 

G(x) = _I_"'' x(x)n · 'i7(l'i7xl2), 
211:2 ' 

(25) 

(26) 

it follows that if F(x) E L,(nr), G(x) E wJ1'·' 112 (ST) and Xo E W/(0)(= H 3(0)) 
then problem (11)-(13) has the unique solution x E w;,1(nr) satisfying the esti
mate 

llxllw:·'(nT) $ c(IIF(x)lli,(nTJ + IIG(xlllw;,,,,,,,,8 ,,·> + llxollw/(n)• (27) 

On account of a.ssumptions on fo(x) and 1<1(x), using the imbcddings theorems, we 
dcducc · 

IIF(x)lli,1n'> $ ,p(llxlllw:·'(nTJ), 

IIG(xlllw;l'-'l"(sT) S clJG(xlllw;-•1•,nTJ S <;>(llxllw;•'(nT 1) 
(28) 

where wJ 12·1112 (ST) is the space of traces of functions from the Soholev-Slobodecki 

space w;• 110 (nr). From (27), (28) a.nd (24) estimate (25) follows. O 

4. The proof of Theo rem 1 ( out line). We apply the Leray-Schauder fixed point 
theorem, sec e.g. [2). Let 

<I>(r,•): w:··'(OT) 3;\' ...... xE wt'(nT) C w;'·'(OT), s E (11/12,1), ·,. E [O,lJ, 
(29) 

be the rnap dcfincd by the following IBVP: 

x, - Afa2fl3 x_ = rF(x) 

xl,-o = xo 

n· 'i7x = O, n· 'i7tlx = O, n· 'v6.2x = rG(x) 

in 

in 

on 

0T 

n, (30) 

sr 
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where F(·) and G(·) are defined by (26). With the help of the Solonnikov theory, 
similarly as in Lemma 3.5, we prove that the map 4>(r, •) is well-clefined, i.e., for 
n.ny x E w;-•··'(f!T) with s E (11/12, 1), xo E Wł(l1) and r E [O, 1) there exists a 
uniquc solution x E w,6• 1 (!1T) to problem (30), satisfying the estimate 

(31) 

We check that the map <ł>( r, ·) satisfies the assumptions of the Leray-Schauder 
fixed point theorem, namely has the following properties: 

(i) for any fixed r E [O, 1) the map is completely continuous; 
(ii) for cvery bounded subset B of the solution space X = W,°'•'(f!T), s E 

(11/12, !), the family of rna.ps <I>(·,() : [O, 1) -, X, ( E B, is uniformly 
cquicontinuous; 

(iii) <!>(O,•) has precisely one fixed point in X; 
(iv) there is a bounded subset B of X such that any fixed point in X of <l>(r, •) is 

contained in B for every TE [O, 1). 

lf (i)-(iv) are satisfied then the map <f>(l, ·) has ar least one fixed point in X = 
wt'•'(f!T). By the regularity properties (31) of problem (30) it follows that the 
fixed point belongs to the space w,"·' (f!T). Clearly, in view of the definition of the 
map <1>(1, •) this means that the IBVP (11)-(13) has a solution in w,6·1(flT). 

A priori est ima.te (25) proves tha.t any fixecl point of <ł>(l, ·) is containecl in a 
bounded subset B = {x : llxllw:,•cnr) :5 c4 ) of X= w:•··'(nr). It is elear that 
siroilar estimate holds for any r E [O, 1), so a.ssumption (iv) is satisfied. 

In view of the compact imbedding 

(32) 

it follows that the map <Ii(r, ·) takes the bounded subsets into precompact subsets 
in w,"·'·'(f!T). To prove the complete continuity of <Ii(r, •) one needs to show its 
continuity. To this purpose we consider problem (30) corresponding to two functions 
x, e w,"' ·'(nr), i= 1, 2. 

Denoting the differences 

J( = XI - X2, l( = :b - X2, 
we have 

K, -M1<2t.3K = rMt.[fo,x, -fos:, - ~("1,x,l'v:iit/2 

- "1.x,l'v:bl2)- (1<1(;i't)t.j1 -1<1(:b)t.x~l] = rFfo,:ii,) 

Kbu=O 

n · 'v [( = O, n · 'v /::,.J( = O 

n· 'vt.'K = r 2:., [1<1,x,n · 'v(l'v:iid2)-1<1,;:,n · 'v(l'v:i/21 2)] 

=rG(:i/1,:i/2) 

in !lT, 

in n, (33) 
on 5T 

on 5T, 

The folloiwng lemma proves th~ continuity of the map <l>(r,,) which together with 
the compactness (32) establishes the complete continuity, i.e., assumption (i). 
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Lemma 4.1. Fo,· any x,, x2 E w;'·'(OT). s E {11/12, 1) such thai. llx,llw:··•(nT) $ 

A, i = 1, 2, and any r E [O, li, there exis/.s a unique solution K E w:·'(OT) /.o 
problem (33} satisfying the estimate 

IIKllw:·•(nri $ r:p(A)llkllwt•·•(nri• (34) 

Proof. (outline). Similarly as in Lemma 3.4 we derive the estimates 

IIF(x1,x2)IIL,(OT) $ :p(A)llkllw:-··(nT)• 

IIG(x,, x2lllw;1'-'"'Wl s cllG(x,, x2lllw;-•1•(nr> s cp(A)llj(llw:•··<n> 
which in view of the Solonnikov theory (compare (27)) 

IIKllw:-'(OT) $ c{rllF'(x,,x2lllL,(l1T) + rllG(x,,x2)llw;1•.•1",sr)l 
imply (34). O 

The remaining assumptions (ii) and (iii) of the Leray-Schauder fixed point the
arem are obviously satisfiecl. 

In conclusion, we conclude the cxistencc of a fixcd point in the space wt'·' (OT). 
By the regularity properties {31) this fixed point belongs to wt' (OT). 

The uniqueness of the solut.ion follows directly by considering t.he dilference of 
two solutions and applying the Gronwall inequality. 
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